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Designed, manufactured and installed in Australia by ARA Manufacturing, SecuraBike® has a comprehensive range of bicycle 
parking products and end of trip facilities including bike rails, bike racks, repair stations, bike lockers, bike cages and end-of-
trip facilities and the increasingly popular scooter racks.

A P P L I C A T I O N S

The ARA Manufacture’s Leda SecuraBike® solutions are designed for a range of temporary and permanent bike parking 
needs at locations such as schools, shopping centres, commercial and residential buildings, amusement and sporting venues.
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B I C Y C L E  S E C U R I T Y

A comprehensive range of bicycle parking products and 
end-of-trip facilities.
ARA Manufacture’s SecuraBike® offers one of the most comprehensive ranges of 
bicycle parking products and end-of-trip facilities for both temporary and permanent 
parking alternatives with individual or multiple bike storage options.

SecuraBike’s® has a diverse range of bike rail models 
and styles designed to aesthetically enhance the location. 
Manufactured from flat steel or pipe. SecuraBike’s® range 
includes hitching rails, hanging rails and custom design 
models.

Bike rails
Fully enclosed galvanised steel lockers provide the highest 
level of security (Class 1) to AS2890.3. SecuraBike’s® BSL 
and BVLH lockers are often used by major railway and bus 
stations networks.

Bike lockers

Bicycle racks are the most popular method of parking or 
securing bicycles. Whether in above or below ground parking, 
for four or 400 bicycles, SecuraBike® has a bicycle rack to 
suit any need.

Bike racks SecuraBike’s® aesthetically attractive bike shelter range 
protects bikes from the elements. With several price options, 
the bike shelters can accommodate many SecuraBike® 
bicycle rack models.

Bike shelters

SecuraBike’s® range of bicycle repair and pump stations are 
suitable for end-of-trip facilities, bicycle paths or any location 
where cyclists gather. They are designed to allow cyclists to 
position their bicycle conveniently above ground to carry out 
routine maintenance and repairs.

Repair stations SecuraBike’s® bicycle cages and end-of-trip facilities 
provide cyclists with excellent security for their bicycles. Our 
cages can be modified to accommodate timber, steel mesh or 
stainless-steel wire cladding with flat or pitched roof designs.

Bike cages and end-of-trip facilities

SecuraBike® has designed and developed scooter racks 
models for the increasing popularity of electric and manual 
scooters.

Scooter racks
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